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Summary
Biopharmaceuticals are thriving worldwide, with the trend set to continue in the
years ahead. This growth is in turn leading to an increasing economic need to
outsource production-related tasks to contract manufacturing organizations with a
focus on biopharmaceuticals.
With its first-rate reputation and innovative strength, the German contract
biomanufacturing sector is well-placed to meet the exacting demands of
drug developers – in Germany, Europe and beyond.
HEALTH MADE IN GERMANY has compiled this directory to give you an
overview of companies active in Germany’s biomanufacturing sector. The purpose
of this directory is twofold: First, to provide an introduction to the country’s
biomancufaturing landscape. And secondly, to help you to quickly find services of
interest to your business. As such, the directory is an invaluable resource that also
provides the tools necessary for you to take the next step - establishing contact with
the appropriate partners in your area of activity.
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INTRODUCTION

Biomanufacturing in Germany
Where commitment to quality meets innovative strength

Health care systems worldwide are going
through a period of fundamental transformation. As populations age, they become more
susceptible to chronic diseases such as cancer,
neurological conditions and inflammation.
These disorders are increasingly being treated
by new therapies based on biologicals. This is
just one of the reasons for the increasing importance of biopharmaceuticals, with all signs
pointing to further growth in the segment.
This is bound to create a larger demand for
contract manufacturing organizations (CMOs)
with well-rounded expertise in biomanufacturing.

annual growth rate. The upward biopharmaceuticals trend is confirmed by an influx in market
approvals. Biopharmaceuticals only very recently
surpassed small molecule drugs in the race to
market. In 2017, more biopharmaceuticals were
approved in the European Union than other drugs
for the first time (23 and 22 respectively). Moreover, the supply of new biologicals is unlikely to
run dry over the coming years. According to vfa
bio, a total of 118 German pharmaceutical and
biotech companies have 639 compounds currently in clinical trial – the vast majority of them
monoclonal antibodies. This underlines the fact
that drug developers increasingly see greater
promise in biopharmaceuticals than they do in
small molecule drugs. Research suggests that most
pharma companies are now spending between 40
and 50 percent of their R&D budgets on biopharmaceuticals.

Biologicals market booming
Germany’s biologicals market has been growing
at a healthy rate for some years now. Each year
since 2012, domestic sales of biopharmaceuticals
have risen by around ten percent. In 2017, they
reached 26 percent of the overall pharmaceutical
market. According to the “Medical Biotechnology
in Germany 2017” report, published by pharmaceutical industry association vfa bio in partnership
with the Boston Consulting Group, biologicals
generated EUR 10.2 billion in turnover. Domestic
long-term growth will be further fueled by global
market developments. A Research and Markets
forecast expects the global contract biomanufacturing market to record a double-digit compound

On the rise:
There are more
market approvals
for biopharma
ceuticals than for
other drugs in
the EU.

Biopharma companies trust in CMOs
With biopharmaceutical sales booming and competitive pressure among drug developers growing,
more and more companies are outsourcing the
production of active pharmaceutical ingredients
(APIs). This is confirmed by the “14th Annual
Report and Survey of Biopharmaceutical Manufacturing Capacity and Production” published by
BioPlan Associates. According to the study, the
share of biomanufacturers outsourcing some or all
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of their mammalian bioprocessing recently passed
the 50 percent mark – and continues to rise. A
market prognosis conducted by Daedal Research
for the period up to 2022 forecasts significant
growth in the global contract biomanufacturing
market.
There are numerous reasons for making use of a
CMO. Cost efficiency and short ready-to-market
periods are crucial factors in a highly competitive
sector. For many pharmaceutical companies, using
a CMO with established processes is the only way
to keep expenses at a reasonable level and time to
market as short as possible. CMOs are also needed
when demand exceeds in-house production capabilities of drug makers. Some manufacturers may
prefer to focus on core competencies or might
simply not have the high degree of specialization
required for specific bioprocessing tasks. Others
may simply want to reduce the overhead that
in-house manufacturing can entail. Additionally, in
the highly regulated field of biopharmaceuticals
processing, contract biomanufacturers can assure
regulatory compliance to the latest requirements.
Lastly, many small and medium-sized companies
have no choice but to outsource their biopharma-

In the highly
competitive
pharma sector,
choosing the
right CMO can
be crucial for a
product’s success.

ceutical production activities because they do not
operate their own production units.
Germany standing strong
German CMOs provide their production services
to large pharmaceutical enterprises as well as to
smaller biotech companies, leading the field in
Europe but also worldwide. In terms of fermenter
volume, Germany records a fermentation capacity
of 380,000 liters. The “Medical Biotechnology in
Germany 2017” report singles out Germany as the
undisputed leader in Europe and one of the leading three countries worldwide.
Germany’s biomanufacturing sector can compete
internationally – not least thanks to its unwavering commitment to quality. A recent league table
compiled by bioLIVE, the 2018 CPhl Worldwide
bioprocessing and manufacturing event, highlighted the excellent reputation of German CMOs in
international comparison. Global industry executives and pharmaceutical companies were invited
to evaluate the reputations of major biomanufacturing countries from criteria including overall
quality, growth potential (export and domestic
markets), innovation, and ability to meet future

Newly approved drugs between 2000 and 2017 in Germany
in number of approvals
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capacity constraints. German CMOs received top
marks in the survey.
Emphasis on innovation
Another advantage of the German biomanufacturing sector is its focus on innovation. This
is clearly visible in terms of the wide variety of
drugs available. According to the “Medical Biotechnology in Germany 2017” report, Germany is
the world’s second-leading country in terms
of the diversity of approved drugs. A total of
30 biopharmaceuticals currently approved in
the EU are produced in Germany – this being in
addition to other compounds that are presently
being tested in clinical studies. In all EU countries,
148 active ingredients are being produced. When
it comes to new molecules, the German CMO landscape is in exceptionally good shape. In order to
efficiently process novel therapeutics (such as cell
and gene therapy or viral vaccines), CMOs require
outstanding experience and innovative power.
Germany’s mature biomanufacturing sector is
excellently positioned in this respect. One reason is
the first-rate research landscape and infrastructure
in Germany. Many academic institutes focus on
research and development of new bioprocessing
methods and tools. Pharma companies worldwide

draw on this expertise through cooperations and
local subsidiaries. Researchers, in turn, are backed
by a network of hospitals well versed in clinical
trials. Moreover, CMOs do not have to look far to
find suitable fermenter and bioreactor suppliers or
plant management specialists. Germany’s supplier
sector is well established, with innovative companies offering high-throughput techniques and
low-cost standard options as well as specialized
on-demand solutions. All of these factors make it
possible for German CMOs to offer highly efficient
bioprocessing that is not only in excellent quality,
but also excellently priced.
On the right track to innovation
The German CMO sector is also taking steps to
stay firmly at the forefront of new developments.
To have access to the newest innovations, such as
those in cell and gene therapy or RNA-based approaches, larger suppliers in Germany are setting
up start-up incubators and innovation centers to
attract entrepreneurs from the life science sector.
This makes it possible for CMOs to stay close to
new technologies and methods. They are also able
to establish contact with future clients from the
outset; enabling them to address new challenges
in the production and manufacturing process at
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the earliest possible stage. To stay ahead of the
globalization trend, German corporations further
focus on expanding their international networks
and establishing more international branches.

Improving
efficiency is the
driving force
behind numerous
innovations.

German companies use a wide variety of expression technologies, ranging from microbial and
mammalian cell lines to plant-based systems.
According to data from the European Medicines
Agency, 60 percent of all biopharmaceuticals are
currently produced in mammalian cells, with hamster cells dominating approved active substances.
Germany has accumulated many years of experience and know-how in this mainstream segment.
Many biomanufacturers are also innovating with
novel expression systems in order to further
optimize their technology and stay relevant with
newer molecules. Particularly noteworthy is ongoing research for production using insect, moss and
algae cells.
Cutting up- and downstream costs
As in the bioprocessing field, optimization is key
to keeping cost efficiency at the highest level –
making the need for innovation in the CMO sector
high. Most technological advances in recent years
have been aimed at improving productivity and
efficiency. New technologies also increase flexibility or serve as alternatives or supplements
to standard production processes in accordance
with the client’s specific requirements. German
companies are dedicated to providing the highest
quality. For this reason, they are at the forefront
of continuous optimization in bioprocessing, both
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upstream (i.e. producing the biomolecules) and
downstream (i.e. the steps following harvesting)
including testing, purification and packaging of
the product. For a long time, upstream processing posed a greater challenge in terms of process
improvements. However, in recent years upstream
processing techniques have made great strides
towards removing capacity constraints in biomanufacturing and have increased yields. German contract biomanufacturers still continue to
introduce innovative technologies. Perfusion, for
example, facilitates the constant renewal of the
culture medium and the removal of waste and the
actual product. This has the potential to accelerate production, making the process highly suitable
for biological APIs that are prone to degradation.
Perfusion also allows continuous bioprocessing,
which is being heralded as a powerful solution for
greater efficiency and productivity.
Several German biomanufacturers have adopted
the technology to increase output and reduce the
cost of manufacturing. This makes it a valuable
tool for those customers that need large quantities of biopharmaceuticals. Continuous bioprocessing also has the advantage of potentially
delivering a more consistent product. Because
upstream processing has dramatically improved
over the last decade, downstream processing (i.e.
the further processing of the produced biomolecules) has emerged as the new bottleneck. According to a BioPlan Associates survey, downstream
processing is increasingly restricting capacity and
production. To keep up with higher upstream

titers, there is an acute need for new technology. German companies are in the vanguard of
developing and introducing new technologies into
the downstream process. These include buffer
dilution systems, flow-through and continuous chromatography, membrane technology and
continuous purification systems. As well as these
much-needed technological advances, innovations
in formulation can also have a positive impact on
productivity. New formulation technologies can
increase the stability of biomolecules and make it
possible to store them unrefrigerated – thereby
reducing storage and shipping costs.
One overarching innovation that German CMOs
have adapted is the application of single-use systems. This approach requires that all components
that come into contact with the product be used
only once. This eliminates the need for time-consuming cleaning of fermenters, tubes etc. between
individual runs. Disposable systems are also less
susceptible to carry-over contamination. They are
particularly suitable for smaller product volumes.
Another trend is the use of optical – and contactfree – readout of process parameters. Chemical
optical sensors allow the ongoing monitoring of
culture parameters in real time, without having to
take samples that might potentially disturb the
manufacturing process.
Full service from a single provider
The return to the full-service CMO is a further
important development. While some companies
outsource specific services to fill a niche that they
don’t yet have covered, others are looking for a
one-stop shop that can cover the entire manufacturing pathway. Having a single CMO in charge
of all biomanufacturing services can smooth the
transition between different development and
production stages. Internationally, several multibillion-dollar mergers have aimed at creating fullservice providers. A number of German companies
also have embraced this concept by focusing on
innovative approaches. They aim to offer a plethora of specialized services including the highly
complex manufacturing of novel drug formats
such as fusion proteins, cell and gene therapies,
modified antibodies, and RNA therapeutics.
The strong position of contract manufacturing
organizations in Germany is reinforced by the rise
of biosimilars. Ten of the 23 biologics approved
for the EU market in 2017 were biosimilars. This
number will rise even further with patents on
blockbuster biologic drugs expiring.

Biosimilars account for approximately 25 percent of the biopharmaceutical phase III pipeline.
Thanks to early provision for biosimilars on the
part of EU regulators, Europe is clearly the leading
biosimilar innovation region according to BioPlan
Associates, with Germany ranking first.
Strong contenders
In the “Contract Biomanufacturing Organizations”
directory, 35 German CMOs provide first-hand accounts of their line of business. Besides the “core”
contract manufacturers, those service providers that have an immediate connection to the
CMO business have also been listed; be it in the
upstream or the downstream area. The directory
entries impressively demonstrate that the German
CMO sector is more than capable of meeting
the demands of customers worldwide. It underlines the sector’s reputation as being extremely
quality-focused and innovation driven. The guide
will enable pharmaceutical companies – as well
as biotechnology firms – to find the ideal partner
for their specific contract manufacturing tasks in
Germany.

More information:
www.health-made-in-germany.com
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Find your German partner
The table on the opposite page gives an overview of the biopharmaceutical contract manufacturers that are listed in this directory and
their respective fields of activity. Services and technologies offered
are marked with a circle. Detailed profiles of the companies can be
found on the pages 12 to 46.

Company and technology overview

Fill & Finish

Bioanalytics

Downstream
Processing

Fermentation

Scale Up

Process
Development

Cell Banking

Cell Line
Development

Company

The table below gives an overview of the listed companies and their fields of activity

apceth Biopharma GmbH
Artes Biotechnology GmbH
Axolabs GmbH
BIBITEC Gesellschaft für Prozessentwicklung mbH
BioGenes GmbH
Bioworx
cellasys GmbH
Cevec Pharmaceuticals GmbH
Cube Biotech GmbH
EMP Genetech
Genaxxon Bioscience GmbH
Greenovation Biotech GmbH
InVivo BioTech Services GmbH
Iris Biotech GmbH
LEUKOCARE AG
m2p-labs GmbH
MATRIX Bioscience GmbH
MicroMol GmbH
Navigo Proteins GmbH
Nordmark Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG
Pharmedartis GmbH
Phyton Biotech GmbH
PlasmidFactory GmbH & Co. KG
ProBioGen AG
ProJect Pharmaceutics GmbH
ReliaTech GmbH
Rentschler Biopharma SE
Richter-Helm BioLogics GmbH & Co. KG
Sartorius Stedim Cellca GmbH
tgcBIOMICS GmbH
trenzyme GmbH
Vetter Pharma International GmbH
Vibalogics GmbH
Wacker Biotech GmbH
Xell AG
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apceth Biopharma GmbH
Max-Lebsche-Platz 30
81377 München
T +49 (89) 7009608-0
F +49 (89) 7009608-130
contact@apceth.com
www.apceth.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L

apceth Biopharma’s vision is to improve patients’
lives with next generation cell and gene therapies. apceth Biopharma pursues a dual business
model by developing its own internal proprietary
programs and offering contract development and
GMP-manufacturing for cell and gene therapies.
As a leading European Contract Development and
Manufacturing Organization (CDMO) for complex
cell and gene therapy products, apceth has a high
international reputation for excellence, quality,
and reliability. apceth has a high market visibility
and is recognized as one of Europe’s pioneers in
the field of cell-based therapies.

apceth has successfully obtained manufacturing
authorizations for multiple cell therapy products
for clinical as well as commercial applications. The
company has manufactured over 500 batches for
a variety of cell therapy products. With a growing team of over 100 experts dedicated to project
management, development, manufacturing, quality control, and an extensive quality management
system, apceth ensures full regulatory compliance
as well as the highest GMP and quality standards.
Located centrally in the heart of Europe, apceth
can perform efficient and fast supply for patients
all over the continent.

Contract development and GMP manufacturing
apceth is a leading European Contract Development and Manufacturing Organisation (CDMO).
apceth offers its cutting-edge expertise and capabilities in the field of cell and gene therapies to an
increasing number of emerging and large international pharma and biotech clients. The company
has been selected and entrusted by several prominent companies for the development of manufacturing processes, clinical supply, and commercial
production. Upcoming planned commercial launch
of several products for the European market will
be an exciting move to sustain proven long-term
relationships with clients.

Proprietary pipeline
apceth is developing next generation cell-based
therapies for the treatment of inflammatory
disease, autoimmunity, and cancer. Its lead program, apceth-201, consists of genetically modified
allogeneic mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) which
express the immunomodulatory protein Alpha-1
Antitrypsin for the treatment of Graft-vs-HostDisease (GvHD), Inflammatory Bowel Diseases
(IBD), COPD, diabetes, and vascular diseases such
as stroke and vasculitis. Phase 1 clinical studies in
human patients are planned for early 2019.

> 1,000 L

The company has a comprehensive background
in GMP manufacturing of autologous and allogeneic cell types that are either native or genetically modified with retroviral and lentiviral
vectors. apceth has manufactured cell therapy
products based on mesenchymal stem cells (MSC),
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), lymphocytes,
monocytes, dendritic cells, cord blood derived
stem cells, and has the capabilities for CAR-T and
induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSCs) technologies.
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The company’s second program, apceth-301, is
comprised of genetically modified allogeneic
MSCs that express a potent cocktail of immunostimulatory cytokines which locally activates the
immune system to eradicate cancer cells. Preclinical results suggest that apceth-301 induces immediate tumor-killing activity as well as long-term
anti-tumor immunity analogous to cancer vaccines. apceth-301 is currently being developed for
glioblastoma as well as other tumor types such as
colon, lung, and stomach cancers.

ARTES Biotechnology GmbH
Elisabeth-Selbert-Str. 9
40764 Langenfeld
T +49 (2173) 275-870
F +49 (2173) 275-8777
info@artes-biotechnology.com
www.artes-biotechnology.com

ARTES Biotechnology is a biopharmaceutical
contract research organization (CRO) that provides
microbial cell line and process development for
bio-pharmaceutical products. The company is a
well-established partner for many of the biggest
names in the industry, with more than 20 years
of business experience, a track record of products
developed for and marketed by clients as well as
for safe, reliable and highly competitive microbial
production platforms.

In addition to genetic engineering, the company
provides fermentation and downstream process
development, analytical assay development and
production cell line characterization.

Expression Systems

ARTES operates worldwide from its 850 m2 S1 facilities in Langenfeld, Germany, from where it also
supplies non-GMP bulk material (API) for activity and toxicity tests and technology transfer to
cGMP facilities and scale-up support.

Quality Standard

ARTES specializes in recombinant protein production, process and vaccine development, marketing
the unique METAVAX® (dHepB-VLP) technology in
combination with yeast expression.

Further information from the ARTES Biotechnology
website at: www.artes-biotechnology.com

Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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Axolabs GmbH
Fritz-Hornschuch-Str. 9
95326 Kulmbach
T +49 (9221) 8276-28115
F +49 (9221) 8276-299
info@axolabs.com
www.axolabs.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP

Axolabs is the leading Custom Research Organization focused on the discovery and preclinical drug
development of oligonucleotide therapeutics and
other nucleic acid medicines. Based on our worldleading know-how and 17+ years of experience we
provide high-end preclinical solutions tailored to
our clients’ specific needs.

non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

As Axolabs is part of the LGC group Axolabs’
customers benefit from additional resources and
expertise right across LGC, including a wide range
of analytical services, leading capabilities in CMC,
GMP and research-grade oligonucleotide manufacturing as well as custom synthesis of specialty
phosphoramidites and solid supports.
Services and Products
Manufacturing
• High-quality oligonucleotide synthesis –
from discovery to pre-clinical and GMP
(at LGC Biosearch)
• Custom-tailored process optimisation
• Long RNA/DNA, e.g. for CRISPR/Cas applications
• Chemically modified oligonucleotides and
conjugates
• Custom amidites and solid supports
• Potency and stability improvement
• Regulatory documentation
• Impurity markers and reference standards
• Lipid synthesis
Oligonucleotide and nucleic acid analytics
• Physicochemical and thermodynamic characterisation
• Stability determination in biological matrices
• Identification of metabolites by LC/MS
• mRNA identity
• Characterisation of nucleosides and nucleotides
• Analysis of nucleic acid-protein interactions
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Bioanalytical services
• Detection of oligonucleotides from biological
matrices
• Quantitative detection of mRNA therapeutics
from biological matrices
• GLP-certified test site (also qualified for GCP)
• Small and large molecules (at LGC)
• Biomarkers (at LGC)
Oligonucleotide lead identification
• Bioinformatics assessment for sequence preselection
• Drug design and synthesis
• High-throughput in vitro screening
• Lead characterisation and optimisation
• In vivo efficacy and early safety assessment
Biological and pharmacological tests and analyses
• Safety analyses
• Cell-based assays for cell function, proliferation
and toxicity
• Ligand-receptor interaction and uptake studies/
histology
• Flow cytometry
• Protein analysis (at LGC)
• Analysis of mRNA up- and downregulation
Platform for functional cell type-specific delivery of
oligonucleotides and mRNAs
• In vitro functional analysis and in vivo models
• Rational design tailored for specific delivery
systems
• Proprietary lipid nanoparticle formulations
CMC analytical services
• GMP-compliant
• Broad analytical capabilities
• Materials science (at LGC)

BIBITEC Gesellschaft für Prozessentwicklung mbH
Meisenstr. 96
33607 Bielefeld
T +49 (521) 106-6326
F +49 (521) 106-156233
joerg.stute@bibitec.de
www.bibitec.de

BIBITEC Gesellschaft für Prozessentwicklung
mbH, a 100 % subsidiary of Nordmark Arzneimittel GmbH, is a leading full-service provider for
process development and GMP manufacturing
of biopharmaceutical APIs for clinical trials up to
phase III.
Our projects comprise of:
• Non-recombinant (native) proteins
• Monoclonal antibodies (mAb)
• Antibody fragments (Fab)
• Other recombinant proteins (e. g. enzymes,
hormones)

Since its foundation in 2001 BIBITEC has performed numerous successful GMP productions.
One major achievement was an erythropoietin
(EPO) project. The entire production and purification process was successfully transferred for
large-scale production leading to one of the first
successful approvals of a biosimilar in Europe.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

With our customized project design we are your
partner of choice.

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Based on mammalian cell culture and in cooperation with qualified partners, we offer the
complete service portfolio from cell line development to investigational medicinal products. Key
features of our project management are:
• State-of-the-art GMP-certified manufacturing
facilities
• Highest standards in quality control
• Flexibility and cost efficiency
• Vast experience in international regulatory
approval processes and programs
• Commercialization know-how, based on branded
drugs of the Nordmark Group
• Benefitting from know-how of the entire
Nordmark Group
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BioGenes GmbH
Köpenicker Str. 325
12555 Berlin
T +49 (30) 6576-2396
F +49 (30) 6576-2397
service@biogenes.de
www.biogenes.de

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L

BioGenes is a worldwide acting full-service
provider of customized antibody and immunoassay development with a strong commitment
to quality and service. The company provides
highly customized solutions for quality control of
biological products, drug discovery, drug development, manufacturing of biologicals as well as for
diagnostic purposes.
BioGenes, headquartered in Berlin, Germany, is a
recognized partner of biotech and pharmaceutical
companies all over the world.

100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Products & Services
Custom antibody development (pAbs, mAbs,
anti-IDs) BioGenes offers highly sophisticated
custom monoclonal, polyclonal and anti-idiotypic
antibody development for use in quality control,
biosimilar development, PK studies and immunogenicity assays.
ELISA development and qualification,
kit production
BioGenes has a proven track record in the development, optimization, pre-validation and production of highly sensitive and robust ELISAs. The
customer can order single services or full-service
packages, and either the manufacturing of assay
components or complete kits.
BioGenes specializes in multi-product (platform)
and specific host cell protein (HCP) assays. Our
scientists have developed the enhanced generic
360-HCP ELISA based on a unique approach
that increases the specificity and sensitivity of
traditional generic HCP assays. Pre-Validation is
carried out according to ICH guidelines. All assays
are developed according to the highest quality
standards required by the FDA and EMA.
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Analytical services
BioGenes supports customers with a comprehensive range of analytical services which meet all of
your requirements for custom antibody and assay
development including:
• HCP coverage determination (2D Western Blots)
• DIGE analysis of process samples
Quality and Regulatory BioGenes is certified
according to ISO 9001 standards since 1999. The
company meets the international requirements
and regularities of quality assurance and animal
welfare and maintains long-term alliances with
biotech and pharmaceutical companies as well as
research institutes all over the world. The works
performed in our labs, especially for industry
customers, and the documentation follow certain
GMP and GLP guidelines. Assay pre-validation is
performed according to ICH guidelines

Bioworx
Max-Planck-Str. 3
12489 Berlin
T +49 (30) 6392-1041
F +49 (30) 6392-1042
info@bioworx.de
www.bioworx.de

BIOWORX provides services for customer-related
issues with a focus on developing biocatalytic
process. Screenings can be carried out in microwell plates, in mini bioreactors and shake flasks.
Scale up can be done in stirred tank reactor and
small fermenter. After process development and
scale-up to the customer scale, the methods can
be transferred into production. A final complete
documentation for the use of processes and products in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries, can be carried out by BIOWORX.

BIOWORX manufactures based on biocatalytic
development for customers sample batches and
small production of fine chemicals up to the
kilogram scale. Processes for the production of
raw materials and intermediates for the manufacture of pharmaceutical products are developed
and manufactured. Substances are produced on
customer order at the desired scale. Biomass,
enzymes and crude extracts from microbial and
plant sources are screened, isolated and prepared
for use in biotransformation.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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cellasys GmbH
Illerstr. 14
87758 Kronburg
T +49 (8394) 257929
info@cellasys.com
www.cellasys.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard

cellasys delivers system solutions for microphysiometry. These include services such as contract
research, research & development, and production
& maintenance. Furthermore we offer consulting
services in the area of application development,
data analysis and data interpretation.

GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Our microphysiometric systems monitor different parameters directly from living cells. These
parameters include extracellular acidification (pH),
cellular respiration (pO2) and morphology (impedance). The measurement is label-free, parallel,
continuous and in real-time. With our BioChip
technology you can e.g. determine the efficacy of
a drug outside of humans (or animals) directly on
living cells.
The Intelligent Mobile Lab (IMOLA) delivers
metabolic and morphological parameters of living
cells in a labelfree and real time way. It represents
a key technology for the development of new
cellbased assays. Electrochemical microsensors
are used to measure the extracellular acidification (pH), cellular respiration (pO2), changes in
cell number and morphology (electric impedance)
in a controlled environment. These parameters
are closely linked to the intracellular signaling
network of the living cells. They are thus likely to
respond sensitively to changes in cellular vitality.
A wide spectrum of cell types can be tested with
the system, including adherent and suspended
cells, continuous cell lines, primary cells or tissue
samples.
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Numerous successful studies and experiments
demonstrated the possibilities of the technology
compared to standard methods – the marker-free
continuous acquisition of the cell vitality. In the
field of oncology the possibility to perform the
measurements continuously and in a real time
seems to be a great progress. The system enables
the earlier delivery of the information about
dose-effect relations of an anticancer medicament. It means for an affected patient there is a
higher probability of success in individual chemotherapy. Moreover, the selected anticancer drug
may be optimally dosed to achieve the highest
possible efficacy and avoid the systemic toxic
reactions. In the field of toxicology the markerfree principle of measurement has an important
advantage because the cellular effects of a test
substance do not undergo any interference with
the biomarker molecule. Furthermore, the “LifeSupport” system allows for long-term investigations, which permit an identification of long-term
cellular or tissue effects. The technology makes
it possible to determine and to classify a degree
of the toxic impact of chemical compounds on an
organism. In environmental research, the system
is able to evaluate the effects of pollutants on the
relevant metabolic pathways using photo-synthetically active organisms as signal transducers,
for example by measurement of photosynthesis.

Cevec Pharmaceuticals GmbH
Gottfried-Hagen-Str. 60-62
51105 Köln
T +49 (221) 46020-800
F +49 (221) 46020-801
bizdev@cevec.com
www.cevec.com

CEVEC is a center of expertise for the production
of biopharmaceuticals using a unique human cellbased expression system.
CAP-Go enables the production of proteins
previously out of reach representing a significant
proportion of the human proteome that is notoriously difficult to express in conventional cell lines
such as CHO. The CAP-Go expression platform
comprises a portfolio of glyco-optimized human suspension cell lines for the highly efficient
production of a broad range of difficult to express
recombinant proteins with authentic human posttranslational modifications or on demand tailor
made glycosylation patterns.

CAP-GT is a fully scalable manufacturing platform
for viral vector production. CEVEC has successfully developed CAP-GT suspension cell-derived
viral packaging cell lines, including a stable, helper
virus-free AAV production platform, which enable
better scale-up and competitive production costs
when compared to adherent cell culture systems.
CAP-GT suspension cell lines grow to high cell
densities and show excellent productivity for a
broad range of viruses. Gene therapy vectors such
as lentivirus (LV), adenovirus (AV) and adeno-associated virus (AAV) can be produced at industrial
scale.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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Cube Biotech GmbH
Creative Campus Monheim, Alfred-Nobel-Str. 10
40789 Monheim
T +49 (2173) 99373-0
F +49 (2173) 99373-99
contact@cube-biotech.com
www.cube-biotech.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L

The Cube Biotech team located with laboratory
space in Monheim am Rhein serves the biotech
and pharmaceutical community with its expertise on expression, purification, stabilization and
functional/structural characterization of proteins.
Our projects mainly focus on the pharmaceutically relevant class of membrane proteins. Both
products and services are offered: A broad range
of products for the affinity chromatography of
proteins and stabilization of proteins are manufactured in house at high quality. The product

10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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offering is complemented by reagents such as
detergents, cell-free expression lysates, nanodisc
scaffold proteins, and patented membrane protein
crystallization plates. Some particularly relevant
membrane proteins (GPCRs) are available as fully
characterized preparations. Our services cover the
expression, purification, stabilization and crystallization of soluble and membrane proteins for applications like cryo electron microscopy, antibody
generation, crystallization and assays.

EMP Genetech
Straussenlettenstr. 7b
85053 Ingolstadt
T +49 (841) 379-6013
info@empgenetech.com
www.empgenetech.com

Recombinant proteins from human cells
improving your research activities
EMP Genetech provides non-GMP services in
recombinant protein production and the development of stable highproducer cell lines. Protein
purification to customer given purity is also
conducted, as well as cell banking. We work with
industrial and academical clients.
Since 2000 the company has developed several
dozen recombinant biomolecules.
EMP Genetech aims to support companies in the
biotechnology and the pharmaceutical industries to reach theirset project goals with optimal
results. Our recombinants have been successfully
applied in R&D of therapeuticsand diagnostics for
years.

In projects handling, EMP Genetech emphasises
a fast and reliable exchange of project data. EMP
Genetech alsoaspires for a flexible and open
minded communication style with partners, in
order to complete projects withinreasonable
periods.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP

EMP Genetech’s services
• Gene Cloning
• Development of Stable High Producer Cell Lines
• Recombinant Protein Production
• Process Development
• Generation of Cell Banks
• Protein Purification
• Experience since 2000

non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Recombinants are preferably produced from
the human cell line HEK293. HEK293 expressed
proteins have superiorproduct quality and activity
due to post-translational glycosilation and processing.Using parameter controlled bioreactors for
production, gram quantities of recombinants can
be produced within adistinct timeframe, allowing you start your research projects at the earliest
time.
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Genaxxon Bioscience GmbH
Söflinger Str. 70
89077 Ulm
T +49 (731) 3608-123
F +49 (731) 3608-962
info@genaxxon.com
www.genaxxon.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard

Genaxxon bioscience GmbH, founded in 2002 is
a biotech company specialized on products and
services in the fields of molecular biology, mainly
PCR, peptide synthesis, protein analysis and
synthesis of chemicals and cell culture media on
customers demand.

GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L

Our complete technical stuff does have a long
lasting experience in life science thus being able
to offer a fast and qualified help/assistance in
case of special customer requests.

10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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The focus of Genaxxon biosciences’ business is the
production and sale of products for PCR as DNA
polymerases, master mixes, or DNA/RNA purification kits.
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Besides this business Genaxxon offers also a range
of services, e.g. amino acid and protein analysis.
Additionally we can offer peptides from stock or
custom made on customers demand.
Genaxxon bioscience is a DIN EN ISO 9001:2015
certified company.
Besides our focus on PCR reagents we are able to
offer custom made production for chemicals and
solutions, e.g. custom made cell culture medium,
special chemicals, chemical solvents, chemical
compounds.

Greenovation Biotech GmbH
Hans-Bunte-Str. 19
79108 Freiburg
T +49 (761) 47099-0
F +49 (761) 47099-191
info@greenovation.com
www.greenovation.com

We develop highly efficient
biopharmaceuticals in plants
We at Greenovation develop next generation
therapeutics using our proprietary BryoTechnology
platform. Our core competency is optimization
and effective production of highly-efficient glycoproteins for the treatment of orphan diseases.
GMP compliant manufacturing of our products
is performed in Greenovation’s state-of-the-art
wave-bag bioreactor system.
Pipeline
Greenovation has established a pipeline of
proprietary drug candidates for ophan diseases
like Fabry disease, C3 glomerulopathy (C3G), and
Pompe disease. Moss-aGal and Moss-GAA are
subsitutes for human lysosomal enzymes, developed for enzyme replacement therapy (ERT), i. e.
compensation for a genetically determined lack
of the respective enzyme by regular infusion of
biotechnologically produced substitute. In order
to reach their cellular destination, the lysosomes,
these biopharmaceuticals need to dock on socalled mannose-receptors which recognize and
bind terminal mannose sugars of N-glycans.

Do it in moss!
BryoTechnology offers a wide range of advantages
for biopharmaceutical development and production processes. Our broad IP portfolio covers plant
production processes, N-glycosylation techniques,
proprietary drug candidates, and mechanismsof-action. We offer contract manufacturing and
licensing models.

Expression Systems

Greenovation is a privately owned biopharmaceutical company based in Heilbronn, Germany, that
was founded in 1999 by Prof. Dr. Ralf Reski and
Prof. Dr. Gunter Neuhaus. Today, Zukunftsfonds
Heilbronn and L-Bank (Karlsruhe) are main owners
of the Greenovation Biotech GmbH.

Production Capacities

Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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InVivo BioTech Services GmbH
Neuendorfer Str. 24a
16761 Hennigsdorf
T +49 (3302) 883-769
F +49 (3302) 883-771
info@invivo.de
www.invivo.de

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

InVivo BioTech Services is an ISO 9001 certified
CMO with over 19 years of experience in protein
production. The company is providing monoclonal
antibodies and recombinant proteins for its CMO
customers, which include diagnostics companies,
major research institutes and biopharmaceutical
companies. Its production covers quantities from
milligrams to grams of purified antibodies, including all subclasses of IgGs, IgMs and IgEs derived
from a collection of more than 3,500 different
hybridoma clones producing human, rat or mouse
monoclonals. InVivo uses proprietary media for
serum-free cultivation to facilitate highly productive and cost-effective processes in a high cell
density fermentation process with yields up to
500 mg of antibody per liter of culture per day.
InVivo provides a complete range of biotech
services, from cloning, screening and recombinant expression of antigens to the generation of
hybridoma cell lines, and from characterization of
antibodies to final production of the developed
monoclonal antibodies. InVivo BioTech’s selection
of bacterial, insect and mammalian protein expression systems provides a wide range of choices
for various applications, taking into account
specific CMO customer needs concerning quantity,
bioactivity, structure, post-translational modifications and purity. Recombinant proteins are produced via transient transfection. Whilst commercial production of tons of biopharmaceuticals uses
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consistently productive stable cell lines (which
take many months to develop), the production of
milligram to gram amounts of high-grade material
for early pre-clinical and biochemical characterization studies can be performed by transient gene
expression systems within the drug development
pipeline. We are looking for partners who are interested in a fast and reliable expression platform
(InVEST- InVivo’s Expression System for transient
Transfection) for their drug candidates.
As a trusted provider of cost-effective outsourcing
solutions, InVivo has worked with a large number
of satisfied clients, which have taken advantage
of InVivo‘s expertise as an independent contract
manufacturer.

Iris Biotech GmbH
Adalbert-Zoellner-Str. 1
95615 Marktrewitz
T +49 (9231) 97121-0
F +49 (9231) 97121-99
info@iris-biotech.de
www.iris-biotech.de

Founded in 2001, Iris Biotech provides scientists in
both industry and academia with innovative and
rare compounds, while also being your reliable
partner for a comprehensive supply of standard
consumables. Guided by our dedication to deliver
competent service as well as the highest quality
to our customers, our company’s focus remains
Peptide Chemistry, while we also have strong expertise in Drug Delivery, Life Sciences and Custom
Syntheses.
Our mission is to accompany our customers in
their current projects by supplying the most novel
substances and latest technologies.
Drug Delivery
Iris Biotech supplies Amino Acids, Resins, Reagents
and Solvents. Besides that, we also offer a great
variety of substances for Drug Delivery, such as
PEGs, both in monodisperse and in polydisperse
forms, as well as various poly(amino acids), which
are biodegradable alternatives to PEGs. Both
PEGs and poly(amino acids) are a popular tool for
researchers to improve the solubility and pharmacokinetic properties of peptides, proteins, biopharmaceuticals and organic drug molecules.

Custom Synthesis
Due to the growing demand for tailor-made
compounds and solutions, we further increased
our Custom Synthesis capabilities in 2013. Our
skilled scientists and technicians offer profound
expertise in the custom manufacturing of complex
compounds, such as rare chiral building blocks,
sophisticated orthogonal protecting groups, heterocycles, PEGs and PEG-analogues.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities

“Empowering Peptide Innovation” – with this
guiding theme in mind, Iris Biotech attends various conferences, symposia and exhibitions each
year, which allows us to remain in direct contact
with scientists from academia and industry alike,
in order to exchange knowledge, and to gather
new ideas to tackle your current challenges.

< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Reagents for Life Sciences and Diagnostics
The Life Sciences and Diagnostics section encompasses substrates for reporter enzymes and drug
interaction studies, metabolites, glucuronides,
inhibitors and inducers, antibody conjugates and
cross-linkers, natural products with biological and
pharmacological activity, carbohydrates, as well
as dyes and fluorescent labels that are used as
tools in immunology, biochemistry and molecular
biology.
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LEUKOCARE AG
Am Klopferspitz 19
82152 Martinsried
T +49 (89) 78016650
F +49 (89) 780166511
info@leukocare.com
www.leukocare.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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LEUKOCARE is the specialized formulation developer for biopharmaceuticals to allow the development of better drug products. Beyond state-ofthe-art formulations based on latest textbook
development approaches, LEUKOCARE provides a
next-generation formulation technology platform
providing extra stability resulting in beneficial
product features and competitive advantages.
LEUKOCARE provides its proprietary Stabilizing and Protecting Solutions (SPS®) formulation
technologies and formulation services to partners
in the pharmaceutical and medical device industry
and can be applied in the following fields:
– Biologics & Biosimilars
– Vaccines & Viral vectors
– Sterilization & Biofunctionalized devices

Beyond, LEUKOCARE supports its partners with
related services and know-how in order to evaluate and to implement the SPS® technologies and
formulations in the partnered products:
• Development of tailored liquid, lyophilized and
spray-dried formulations
• Selection of appropriate container and closure
systems
• Coupling of proteins to functionalize surfaces
• Stability testing according to ICH guidelines
• Comprehensive set of regulatory relevant
stability indicating analytical methods,
e.g. HPLC, SDS-PAGE, DLS, DSF, DSC, SvP,
nephelometry, visual inspection, (Real-Time)
PCR, ELISA, titration assays like TCID50, etc.
• Tech transfer to clients

LEUKOCARE’s SPS® formulation technology
platform and formulation services are based on a
comprehensive excipient database and, moreover,
on an algorithm-based development process. This
software-supported design of experiment (DoE)
approach helps to avoid/reduce high-throughput
screening and strongly increases probability
of success. Moreover, it improves stability and
quality of biologics like antibodies including high
concentration formulations, vaccines including
live viral vectors etc. in liquid and dry formulation,
and protects proteins in biologically functionalized
medical devices like apheresis columns, implants,
wound dressings, etc. during sterilization.

LEUKOCARE’s research and development activities
are based on its well-established quality management system (QM) according to EN ISO 13485.
LEUKOCARE‘s laboratories have Biosafety Level 2
(BSL-2).
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LEUKOCARE is a revenue-stage, fast growing
company headquartered in Martinsried/Munich,
Germany.

m2p-labs GmbH
Arnold-Sommerfeld-Ring 2
52499 Baesweiler
T +49 (2401) 805330
F +49 (2401) 805333
info@m2p-labs.com
www.m2p-labs.com

m2p-labs is a supplier of microbioreactors. The
company focuses on microreaction and automated
solutions for screening and bioprocess development. The microfermentation technology enables
customers to conduct experiments with great
efficiency and excellent quality at low costs. More
knowledge from small scale leads to more rational
and reliable decisions in the development of
bioprocesses.
Microbioreactor systems
The BioLector® microbioreactor is a unique highthroughput fermentation system. In up to 48 parallel cultures the essential fermentation parameters such as biomass concentration, pH and DO as
well as fluorescent proteins or substrates can be
all monitored online. The advanced BioLector® Pro
technology is using proprietary microtiter plates
with an integrated microfluidic chip. By using the
microfluidic technology, the system continuously
controls the pH of each culture individually as well
as the feeding for fed-batch cultivations. The BioLector® microbioreactors are established systems
for bacterial, yeast, fungi, plant and insect cells.
All systems are suitable for aerobic, microaerophilic and strict anaerobic cultivations.

Disposables
m2p-labs provides worldwide unique microtiter
plates with improved oxygen transfer and excellent mixing properties. Due to its design, the
FlowerPlate® supplies microbial cultures even with
high oxygen demands with a sufficient amount of
oxygen. In addition, the proprietary microfluidic
plate uses 16 donor wells for online feeding and
pH control. The round well plate delivers moderate oxygen transfer for organisms with lower
demand in oxygen or organisms sensitive to shear
stress. All plates are available with different optical sensors for different applications.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Automation
The RoboLector® provides an unique automated
cultivation platform combining the high-throughput fermentation and the online monitoring capability of the BioLector® with the very accurate
and reproducible pipetting of a liquid handling
robot. The system is used for media preparations,
automated sampling and dosing steps, inductions
and fed-batch processing.
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MATRIX Bioscience GmbH
Industriestr. 40-42
69509 Mörlenbach
T +49 (6209) 794-784
F +49 (6209) 794-793
info@matrixbioscience.com
www.matrixbioscience.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

With decades of research on extracellular matrix,
collagen, artificial chemically defined cell culture
media, cell culture, radical scavenging methods,our
expertise and products will help you reach your
goals.

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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Our wide-ranging production methods and services include:
• Connective tissue components & collages types
I, II, III, IV, V, etc. from various animal tissues,
• Collagen products such as Collagen A, Collagen
G, Collagen G1, Collagen R, Marine Collagen SF
(fish skin collagen) for cell cultures,as adhesion
factors, for 2-D and 3-D fibrillogenesis and gel
formation,
• Collagen purification and production know-how
for the production of injectable implants as
medical devices or as ingredients for pharmaceutical products, a FDA supervised clinic study in
the USA confirmed a very low immunological reaction rate of approximately 0.2 % of a collagen
gel produced according to our specific extensive
purification method,
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• Aseptic production, filtration and filling, contract
manufacturing,
• Contract research, analytical services, radical
scavenging efficacy tests,
• Cosmetic active ingredients such as collagen
solutions from bovine skin, fish skin and porcine
skin,
• Radical scavenging complexes as cosmetic active
ingredients such as OMEGA-CH-ACTIVATOR,
OMEGA-CH-ACTIVATOR F, OMEGA-CHS-ACTIVATOR.

MicroMol GmbH
Am Hubengut 3
76149 Karlsruhe
T +49 (721) 9415213
F +49 (721) 9415214
info@micromol.com
www.micromol.com

MicroMol’s interest focusses on 3 fields of action
within the field of biological safety and the risk
assessment of biologics.
In the section of Pharmaceutical Microbiology
MicroMol concentrates on the microbiological risk
assessment, in detail on the
• detection of bacteriophages and the purity
testing of cell banks
• the determination of endotoxins (Monocyte
activation test: EP 2.6.30 and LAL-assay: EP 2.6.14)
• determination of genotoxicity (AMES Test: OECD
471)
Focussing on the determination of in vitro Toxicology of Medical Devices / Cosmetics and chemicals
MicroMol offers a spectrum of specialized in vitro
cell tests such as
• the determination of cytotoxicity (ISO 10993-5),
• determination of skin irritation (ISO 100993-10 /
OECD 439)
• determination of sensitization in vitro (IS0
10993-10 / OECD TG 442)
• determination of pyrogenic effects / endotoxins
(EP 2.6.30 / 2.6.14)
• determination of genotoxicity (AMES-Test ISO
10993-3 / OECD

During the last years this concept was optimized
with a sophisticated platform for preclinical immune- and cell analytics offering:
• Immunoprofiling of PBMCs and primary cells
according their surface markers
• Definition of cytokine profiles
• Evaluation of the immune cell activation status
• Evaluation of analytes according to PD / PK and
unwanted immunogenicity (ADAs)
• Evaluation of ADCC, CDC and Apoptosis

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L

MicroMol offers a highly advanced technological
platform (Mesoscale MSD, Flow Cytometry,
AYOXXA multiplexing, ELISpot, RT-PCR and more).
We are always keen to implement novel strategies
on a customized level.

10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Since 2018 MicroMol belongs to the Tentamus
Laboratory network. MicroMol is accredited
acoording to the ISO 17025 and GMP certified. We
strictly work according to international guidelines
(EP, USP, FDA, ICH).
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Navigo Proteins GmbH
Heinrich-Damerow-Str. 1
06120 Halle
T +49 (345) 27996-330
F +49 (345) 27996-332
info@navigo-proteins.com
www.navigo-proteins.com

Expression Systems
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Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Navigo Proteins is specialized in discovery and
development of novel affinity Affilin® ligands.
These protein ligands serve either as highly specific binders for affinity purification of complex
biologics (PRECISION CAPTURINGTM) or as precise
ligands in active biotherapeutic or diagnostics
molecules, respectively (PRECISION TARGETING).Navigo Proteins’ unique protein engineering expertise is based on its proprietary Affilin®
platform of different high-content libraries from
various small and stable, yet highly engineerable
scaffold proteins. We have built a robust, rapid
and industry-leading, high-throughput protein
engineering platform to design, produce, analyze
and select protein affinity ligands, optimized for
their tasks in industrial downstream processing or
as biopharmaceutical drugs.

Precision CapturingTM Key Features:
• High binding capacity and specificity
• Multimerization, spacer engineering
• Superb caustic, chemical & proteolytic stability
• More than 100 column cycle numbers
• Off-target selection against unwanted molecules
• Adjustable elution conditions
• Full downstream process scalability for commercial biologics GMP manufacturing
• Commercial Protein A leaching available
• Fully patent protected platform
• End-to-end solutions from ligand discovery till
commercial supply
• Long-term support from Navigo Proteins team
assured
• No dependency on a certain manufacturer for
commercial scale production

The PRECISION CAPTURINGTM platform creates affinity ligands coupled to chromatography
matrices, to purify any biologic and notably by
employing industrial Protein A-like downstream
processes. This includes competitive binding
capacity, caustic stability, usage-cycles, flow rates
and commercial leaching assays, yet with fully
adjustable elution conditions, depending on the
biologics’ requirements. Precision CapturingTM is
applicable for purifying recombinant proteins,
mAbs, viruses, VLP’s, cells, etc. Navigo Proteins
works with renowned partners to convert its affinity ligands into ready-to-use, GMP-compliant
affinity resins.

Navigo Proteins is about 50 heads strong – steadily growing – based in Halle, S/W of Berlin and
offers its expertise to interested pharma, biotech
and life sciences companies.

The PRECISION TARGETING platform creates
protein ligands, in which the highly specific targetbinding Affilin® molecule is typically fused to a
second, function-conferring carrier unit/protein
for biopharmaceutical or diagnostic use, e.g. radiopharmaceuticals, Affilin®-drug-conjugates, or in
theranostics concepts.
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Nordmark Arzneimittel GmbH & Co. KG
Pinnauallee 4
25436 Uetersen
T +49 (4122) 712-907
F +49 (4122) 712-220
info@nordmark-pharma.de
www.nordmark-pharma.de

Founded in 1927, Nordmark is an international
leading specialist for the development, manufacturing and commercialization of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and drug products of
biological and biotechnological origin under GMP
conditions. Headquartered in Uetersen near Hamburg (Germany), and family owned again after a
management buyout from the BASF group in 2001,
Nordmark today employs around 550 people and
generates revenues of around EUR 90 million.
Inspired by the organization and high quality
standards of our former parent company, as an
independent pharmaceutical enterprise, we successfully develop and produce biological active
pharmaceutical ingredients and drug products
through all stages of the value chain.

Nordmark Biotech connects flexible partnerships
with a unique expertise and know-how in developing and delivering drugs to market. As a family
owned business we work with maximum care and
attention and with fast and simple decision making processes. We are focused on success – regardless of project size.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Nordmark can refer to a significant track record
in the industry with successful different process
development and manufacturing projects in various stages of clinical development as well as approved and marketed products for more than 40
international partners. With more than 90 years
of excellence and commercial success, Nordmark is
the ideal partner to bring your ideas to market.

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Nordmark Biotech, the biotechnological division of Nordmark, is a specialist for providing
tailor-made solutions for the development and
manufacturing of biopharmaceuticals from lab to
production scale. In this context, we are able to
offer expertise in both systems – microbial as well
as mammalian – to our customers.
Services cover the entire value chain from process
development to marketed drugs:
• Strain and Cell Line Development
• Microbial Fermentation – Upstream Process
Development
• Mammalian Cell Culture – Upstream Process
Development
• Downstream Process Development
• Formulation and Filling – Pharmaceutical
Development
• Biomanufacturing under GMP Conditions
• Analytical Services
• Regulatory Service
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Pharmedartis GmbH
Forckenbeckstr. 6
52074 Aachen
T +49 (241) 6085-13260
F +49 (241) 6085-13266
georg.melmer@pharmedartis.de
www.pharmedartis.de

Expression Systems
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Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Pharmedartis (PMA) has developed novel targeted
therapies based on a platform technology we call
Human Cytolytic Fusion Proteins (HCFP). This next
generation immunotherapeutics shows several advantages to the well-received concept of antibody
drug conjugates (ADC). In the case of the HCFPs a
binder is recombinantly fused to a payload to be
chosen from proteases, RNases as well as kinases.
Since the binder can be an antibody, an antibodyderivative, a ‘natural’ ligand or a peptide the platform technology is very scalable. Human enzymes
as payload should have much reduced immunogenicity and side-effects. The development of a
novel adaptor system shall improve efficacy and
pharmacology of the HCFPs.
We are actively looking for companies interested
in research collaboration or out-licensing opportunities for these innovative first-in-class products.
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We currently develop our own CFPs to treat cancer, inflammation, auto-immune and skin diseases.
There are currently 6 products (PMA-101R; PMA104R; PMA-201; PMA-204; PMA-406 and PMA411R) in preclinical testing. The fusion proteins
can be produced my employing our proprietary
production system. Clinical trials material can be
supplied by the state-of-the-art GMP facility of
Fraunhofer Society on the side. Located in Aachen,
Germany, we are a spin-off, the largest research
organization in Europe and also provide as a onestop-shop the full service from gene to biopharmaceutical product.

Phyton Biotech GmbH
Alter Postweg 1
22926 Ahrensburg
T +49 (4102) 4906-0
F +49 (4102) 4906-69
mail@phytonbiotech.com
www.phytonbiotech.com

Phyton Biotech was founded in 1990 in Ithaca, NY
with the objective of developing manufacturing
solutions for complex plant-derived compounds
through plant cell fermentation technology. In
2003, it was acquired by DFB Pharmaceuticals, a
private Texas-based pharmaceutical company.
Phyton Biotech owns and operates the world‘s
largest cGMP plant cell fermentation facility with
bioreactors specifically designed to meet the
needs of plant cells in culture as well as preformulation and quality control. The total fermenter capacity is 220,000 Litres. As the foremost provider
of “green” Plant Cell Fermentation Technology
(PCF®) we offer development and manufacturing
services for plant-based molecules, extracts and
biomass for use in the health care, cosmetic and
ingredient industries.
A second fermenter line (Biosafety Level 1) with
fermenters of up to 7,500 L including certain
downstream equipment for separation, filtration
and purification, has been set up in a physically
separated area of the plant. This set up addresses
the need for the production of recombinant proteins.

The supply of high active substances through
plant-derived cell cultures offers enormous potential to produce hardly feasible complex molecules
in a resource-friendly way and with permanently
high quality at competitive prices. Phyton Biotech‘s expertise for the cultivation of plant cells
both in laboratory and on a large scale allows the
combination of development and production in
an outstanding manner and the offering of these
services for industries using active plant derived
substances.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L

The team of Phyton Biotech GmbH is dedicated to
demanding, sophisticated large scale fermentation
and pharmaceutical production. It offers many
years of Manufacturing, Quality Management and
Quality Control experience and has been expanded significantly to cover the needs of the extend
Phyton Biotech GmbH business.

100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

In 2009 Phyton acquired Natural Pharmaceuticals,
Inc. (NPI) and offers full downstream production
of paclitaxel and docetaxel Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredients (API).
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PlasmidFactory GmbH & Co. KG
Meisenstr. 96
33607 Bielefeld
T +49 (521) 299 73 50
F +49 (521) 299 73 55
info@plasmidfactory.com
www.plasmidfactory.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

PlasmidFactory GmbH & Co. KG is a globally
active biopharmaceutical company, founded in
Bielefeld, Germany, in 2000. As a leading contract
manufacturing organization (CMO) for plasmid
and minicircle DNA, it has a strong customer base
in the fields of cancer research, gene and cell
therapy, CAR-T-cell development, and vaccination.
PlasmidFactory produces plasmids and minicircles
according to customer’s requirements in modern
laboratories with high quality standards. In addition to its In Stock products, e.g. for the worldwide exclusively offered pDG/pDP AAV 2-plasmidsystem, and custom manufacturing of plasmid
and minicircle DNA, PlasmidFactory focuses its
R&D efforts on its core competencies in the production, analysis, application, and storage of DNA.
PlasmidFactory has developed procedures for the
production of “High Quality (HQ) plasmid DNA”
in accordance with the EMA guideline CHMP /
BWP / 2458/03 and successfully introduced it to
the European and US markets. This is plasmid
DNA, where the entire manufacturing process,
for reasons of product safety, does not make use
of substances of animal origin. In the context of
product processing, the highest possible purification is possible, for example by removal of bacterial chromosomal DNA or damaged plasmid forms.
Now a further dedicated production plant for the
production of this high-purity plasmid DNA is successfully put into operation.
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Furthermore, in recent years, a process for industrial production of so-called minicircle DNA has
been developed. These minicircles are circular
monomeric DNA structures that contain only
the desired gene and units for its control, but
neither antibiotic resistance nor other elements
necessary for propagation in bacterial cultures.
Due to the smaller size and absence of bacterial
DNA structures that interfere with the target cell,
the minicircles show markedly improved gene
expression compared to conventional plasmid
DNA. Furthermore, with these novel constructs
standards already required by regulatory side for
future gene drugs (waiving antibiotic resistance,
etc.) are met.
Please visit our website or follow us on LinkedIn
to learn more about our products and services or
send us an e-mail.

ProBioGen AG
Goethestr. 54
13086 Berlin
T +49 (30) 924006-0
F +49 (30) 924006-19
cmo@probiogen.de
www.probiogen.de

ProBioGen is an internationally operating Contract Development & Manufacturing Organization
(CDMO), focusing on Cell Line Engineering, Process
Development and GMP Manufacturing of Biopharmaceuticals (Therapeutic Proteins and Viral Vaccines). Nearly 25 years of experience in mammalian
cell culture, along with innovative scientific excellence and a strong intellectual property base make
ProBioGen an established CDMO. The company
covers the entire drug development value chain, including regulatory support for IND-filing. All services
and technologies are embedded in a total quality
management system to assure compliance with
international ISO and GMP standards (EMA/FDA).
State-of-the-art development platforms:
• Fee-for-Service-Based, Royalty-Free Cell Line
Development Platform consisting of two CHO
starter cell lines (DG 44 and K1), own expression
vector technology and own chemically defined
media platform
• Stable Cell Line Engineering, from lead optimization up to full biopharmaceutical producer cell
lines (Antibodies, rec. Proteins, Cytokines, Fusion
Proteins, Enzymes, etc.)
• CHO Evaluation Platform providing high quality Proof-of-Concept material for answers on
activity, manufacturability and integrity, also in
combination with proprietary technologies (e.g.
GlymaxX®)
• Scalable, robust and economical Process Development (Up- and Downstream)
• Cell Banking (MCB/WCB)
• Rapid and reliable Non-GMP up to GMP Manufacturing for clinical trials supplies
• Analytical Methods Development up to full
validation
• Sophisticated Cell-Based Activity Assays (Potency, and Mode-of-Action Analyses)

Innovative platform technologies
• GlymaxX® (fucose-targeted glyco-engineering)
ADCC Enhancement Technology to boost the
cell-killing potency of antibodies against cancerous or infected cells. Permanent cell line modification, applicable to new and existing antibody
cell lines, as well as entire expression platforms.
• Pathway Modulator Technology; a permanent
modification of animal cell lines for substantially
improved protein yields, applicable to new and
existing cell lines, as well as entire expression
platforms.
• Genetic Control of Galactosylation Levels; a
permanent modification of animal cell lines for
seamlessly tunable Galactosylation levels, applicable to new and existing cell lines, as well as
entire expression platforms
• Human Artificial Lymph Node (huALN), for in
vitro assessment of immune function and immunogenicity to drug candidates, bridging the gap
between animal studies and 1st-in-man trials.
• AGE1.CR.pIX® Avian Cell Line for GMP compliant,
industrial viral vaccine production. Originating
from the Muscovy Duck and was established
-with FDA Defined Risk Guidelines- in mind to
replace primary chicken fibroblasts in industrial
viral vaccine production. Allows production of
wide spectrum of viruses and viral vectors.
• AGE1.HN®: Human neuronal cell line, established
with FDA Defined Risk Guidelines in mind, for
rpoduction of specific and complex (highly sialylated and branched) human glycoproteins.
• Broad Portfolio of existing Cell-Based Activity Assays for potency and mode-of-action analyses of:
• Antibodies
• Recombinant proteins, such as
• Interferons
• Follicle Stimulating Hormone
• Clotting factors – Enzymes
• Fc fusions

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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ProJect Pharmaceutics GmbH
Fraunhoferstr. 22
82152 Martinsried
T +49 (89) 452289-700
F +49 (89) 452289-717
info@project-pharmaceutics.com
www.project-pharmaceutics.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP

ProJect Pharmaceutics is one of the leading
European service providers helping its worldwide
clients to develop and manufacture a consistently
high-quality pharmaceutical product. Taking as
credo ICHQ8 guideline, we pursue consistency
of manufacturing through building quality into
formulation and process.

non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Process development
• pre-formulation, fit-for-purpose formulation
• concentration (mock-up) using UF/DF
• process-relevant stability testing, forced
degradation/challenge testing
• aseptic manufacturing of pre-clinical supplies
Lyophilisation development
• rational design of robust & efficient
lyophilisation cycles
• vials, (dual chamber) syringes, bulk trays
• containers in nest&tub configuration
• organic solvents
• proteins, ADCs and other cytotoxic drugs
• live virus vaccines
• process robustness, definition of design space
• process compatibility, seamless technology
transfer
• pre-clinical batch manufacturing
Deviant from any trial and error approach, we
guarantee that research & development are in the
hands of development experts, and manufacturing and batch supplies are in the hands of manufacturing experts. ProJect Pharmaceutics GmbH
and LYOCONTRACT GmbH have taken on the task
of providing such high-quality expert development and expert manufacturing services to the
pharmaceutical industry. ProJect Pharmaceutics
GmbH as a CRO has perfected the art of developing smart fit-for-purpose formulations and
efficient and robust freeze-drying cycles in pilot
plants that work under large-scale manufacturing.
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LYOCONTRACT GmbH as a state-of-the-art pharmaceutical manufacturing organisation (CMO)
offers the capabilities to manufacture liquid and
freeze-dried parenteral drugs in vials for clinical
trial and market supply. We are proud of managing a seamless technology transfer from one
expert partner to the other, thus combining the
competencies of each. In this way, technologies
are easily aligned from small- to large-scale production.
LYOCONTRACT GmbH, as state-of-the-art contract
manufacturing experts, and ProJect Pharmaceutics
GmbH, as state-of-the-art development experts
for formulation and process, have teamed up to
provide the pharmaceutical industry with highquality parenterals from pre-clinical to clinical and
large commercial scale. Both companies act as
separate partners in their field, taking advantage
of the mutual competencies. This close collaboration of contract manufacturer and developer,
each an expert in their respective area, leads to an
extraordinary benefit supporting smart, seamless
pharmaceutical development and manufacturing.
Clinical and commercial manufacturing at a glance:
• Aseptic filling into vials
• Liquid filling up to 900 litres
• Lyophilisation up to 250,000 vials
• Development / optimisation of freeze-drying
programmes
• Clinical and commercial manufacturing
• Stability testing acc. to ICH guidelines
• Secondary packaging, serialisation

ReliaTech GmbH
Lindener Str. 15
38300 Wolfenbüttel
T +49 (5331) 8586-987
F +49 (5331) 8586-989
orders@reliatech.de
www.reliatech.de

ReliaTech (Receptor Ligand technologies) GmbH
is a German biotechnology company founded in
1999 and since 2009 located in Wolfenbüttel.
ReliaTech develops, produces and sells high quality
research reagents with a strong focus on angiogenic and lymphangiogenic research. The proteins
are expressed in E. coli and insect cells. Beside
growth factors, cytokines and soluble receptors
Reliatech also produces polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies. In addition, as a company with
own in-house reagent production, ReliaTech offers
solutions for customer specific reagent production, e.g. in a formulation or a vial size already
adjusted to the experimental requirements.

Our profound experiences in protein purification
and our practical knowledge in daily laboratory
business also flow into our customers’ based projects – starting with the cDNA and ending up with
the purified protein – making us a competent
partner for projects requiring individual production solutions. Short and reliable communication
as well as fast reagent supply efficiently supports
our business.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L
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Rentschler Biopharma SE
Erwin-Rentschler-Str. 21
88471 Laupheim
T +49 (7392) 701-0
F +49 (7392) 701-300
info@rentschler-biopharma.com
www.rentschler-biopharma.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L

A world-class biopharmaceutical CDMO
Rentschler Biopharma is a leading CDMO focused
exclusively on client projects. The company’s
clients include innovative biotech companies
and major pharmaceutical companies around the
world. Rentschler Biopharma has long-standing
experience and proven excellence as a solution
partner of choice. A topnotch quality management
system, well-established operational excellence
and advanced technologies ensure product quality
at each development and manufacturing step.
Rentschler Biopharma is a family-owned company
with over 850 employees.

> 1,000 L

One-stop solutions from
gene to vial and clinic to market
Rentschler Biopharma’s end-to-end offering
includes biopharmaceutical process development
and manufacturing as well as related consulting
activities, including project management and regulatory support. With a focus on mammalian cell
lines, Rentschler Biopharma is highly experienced
in the development and cGMP manufacturing of
monoclonal antibodies, fusion proteins and other
therapeutic proteins in compliance with international standards (EMA/FDA).
Working collaboratively with its clients, Rentschler
Biopharma provides customized solutions with
optimized work packages for each development
stage. State-of-the-art cGMP facilities and cell
culture processes allow manufacturing for both,
clinical studies and commercial supply. Ongoing
monitoring of the international regulatory landscape and in-depth understanding of the necessary
regulatory documentation (CMC) ensures that each
project is properly documented in accordance with
regulatory requirements.
To offer optimal solutions across the entire value
chain, Rentschler Biopharma has partnered with
LEUKOCARE AG and Rentschler Fill Solutions
GmbH.
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Bioprocess development
• Robust and scalable CHO cell lines for cGMP
manufacturing
• Efficient cell culture and purification processes
• Well-established analytical methods
• Advanced formulation development using
LEUKOCARE’s SPS® technology
Best-in-class formulation provides significant
competitive advantages
Rentschler Biopharma’s strategic alliance with
Leukocare offers full-service development and
manufacturing from gene to vial, fully integrating the patented SPS® formulation technology at
every step of the biopharmaceutical development
and manufacturing process, resulting in products
with superior formulations and administration
routes. This innovative approach provides clients
significant competitive advantages, enabling
them to exploit the full commercial potential of
their products.
cGMP biomanufacturing
• Multiple stainless steel bioreactor lines, including
a twin system with 2x 3,000 L
• Flexible single-use bioreactor lines up to 2,000 L
• State-of-the-art purification processes
• Liquid aseptic filling in vials as well as lyophilisates
in collaboration with Rentschler Fill Solutions
Best-in-class facilities for aseptic filling
and lyophilization
Rentschler Biopharma, together with Rentschler Fill
Solutions, provides one-stop solutions and best-inclass facilities for aseptic filling and lyophilization.
Their collaboration unites two centers of excellence for fast and efficient process development,
manufacturing and filling and enables drug product
production for clinical and commercial supply.
Rentschler Biopharma and Rentschler Fill Solutions
are both owned by the Rentschler family, biopharma pioneers with a strong commitment to quality,
advanced technology and innovation leadership.

Richter-Helm BioLogics GmbH & Co. KG
Suhrenkamp 59
22335 Hamburg
T +49 (40) 55290-436
F +49 (40) 55290-888
k.pohlmeyer@richter-helm-biologics.eu
www.richter-helm.eu

Richter-Helm is a Hamburg, Germany-based contract manufacturing company with a proven 30year track record, specialized in products derived
from bacteria and yeasts.
Count on us to flexibly provide a comprehensive range of services and customized solutions.
Clients worldwide already have benefited from
our commitment to good manufacturing practice
(GMP) and total transparency. Our work focuses
on recombinant proteins, plasmid DNA, antibody
fragments, and vaccines.Our seasoned, 190-strong
team supports you with process development,
supply of products for clinical trials, commercial
production, in-house quality control (QC) testing,
and QP release. We operate two GMP-compliant
production plants with bioreactor capacities of up
to 1,500 L.
Richter-Helm consistently works to the highest
standards of pharmaceutical quality, as verified
by major regulatory bodies (European Medicines
Agency (EMA), the US Food and Drug Administration (US FDA), Agência Nacional de Vigilância
Sanitária (ANVISA), Japanese Pharmaceuticals
and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) and Ministry
of Food and Drug Safety (MFDS)) as well as by
numerous customer audits.

project management methods based on international standards.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast

Richter-Helm offers a full range of biopharmaceutical service to its customers, including
• Strain development (e.g. Escherichia coli)
• Establishment of cell banks (master cell bank
(MCB) and working cell bank (WCB)
• Process development (upstream and downstream)
• Development and validation of analytical methods (including biological assays)
• In-house QC testing and release
• GMP manufacturing for clinical phase 1–3
• Commercial GMP manufacturing
• Process validation
• Stability studies according to the ICH.

Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Quality comes first
The quality system implemented at Richter-Helm
upholds the strictest standards of quality in biopharmaceutical production. Various inspections and
audits have confirmed that it meets the cGMP
requirements of leading regulatory bodies. Our
thoughts and actions are guided by the concept
and approach described in a detailed quality
manual.

Products and Services
Our large equipment fleet in development and
production and extensive experience with many
product types (including recombinant proteins,
antibody fragments, pDNA, and vaccines) enable
us to flexibly meet our clients’ needs. By numerous successfully completed projects, Richter-Helm
has proven competence especially for late clinical
trial and commercial supply. Early introduction of
analytical testing procedures is another prerequisite for high-quality processes and an important
cornerstone of Richter-Helm’s services. To ensure
efficient, transparent work, we apply professional
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Sartorius Stedim Cellca GmbH
Erwin-Rentschler-Str. 21
88471 Laupheim
T +49 (7392) 96648-0
F +49 (7392) 96648-193
Cell_Culture_Technology@sartorius.com
www.sartorius.com/protein-expression-systems

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard

Sartorius Stedim Cellca is a leading provider of cell
line and upstream process development services
for large-scale protein production of biopharmaceuticals in mammalian (CHO) cells, and also licenses technologies for the production of proteins
and offers cell culture media.

GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

CellcaCHO Expression Platform
For this purpose, the cellcacHo™ Expression
Platform was devised to provide a unique, costeffective, and reliable technology platform that
consistently delivers well-characterised and stable
research clones from dNa to research cell Bank in
4 months, with titres upwards of at least 3 g/l in
an easily scalable fed-batch process.
The technology platform is made up of 4 key
components:
• Expression Vector
• Host Cell Line
• CHO Media System
• Upstream Process Design
Together they deliver high-yielding, stable cell
lines and robust, simple, fed-batch processes for
the biopharmaceutical market. The CellcaCHO Expression Platform isan easily accessible, scalable,
and robust system that takes your product from
DNA to RRCB in just 4 months.
Cellca has a successful track record with more
than 76 successfully completed customer projects,
including our first market-approved cell line!

Customers first
As well as our unique technology platform, we
consider our customers our greatest asset. To
achieve our pur-pose of providing high-producing,
stable celllines to our customers, our dedicated
cross-functional project teams work meticulously
on the successful realisation of each project. We
believe in a continuous dialogue between the customer and project team to ensure a steady, effective flow of information during all project stages.
Thereby, we guarantee competent responsiveness on all levels and manage your cell line and
process development programme accordingly. Our
satisfiedloyal customers have repeatedly recommended CellcaCHO cell line development and
upstream process development services to their
peers, enablingcontinuous growth of our global
customer base, which currently includes 35 large
and small pharma or biotech companies from
Europe, the US, Asia, and Australia, with a customer retention rate of more than 80%. Industry
references available on request.Founded in 2005,
we are currently located in Laupheim, Germany,
but due to expansion, we plan to move into our
brand new Cell Culture Technology Center, in Ulm,
in late 2019.
Cellca was acquired by Sartorius Stedim Biotech
in 2015 and is working alongside Sartorius Stedim
Biooutsource, a market leading CRO, to provide a
fully integrated service from cell line development
through to lot release.
Discover more:
www.sartorius.com/protein-expression-systems
Contact us:
cell_culture_technology@sartorius.com
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tgcBIOMICS GmbH
Franz-Kirsten-Str. 1, Geb. 2
55411 Bingen
T +49 (6721) 984190
F +49 (6721) 98419-18
info@tgcbiomics.de
www.tgcbiomics.de

tgcBIOMICS GmbH is a company offering a broad
range of services in the field of biotechnology.
These include DNA isolation from different kind
of sources and organisms, PCR amplification of
target sequences as well as cloning into a broad
range of plasmid vectors. Construction of synthetic genes could also be done in collaboration
with third parties. When it comes to expression of
heterologous proteins (e.g. bacterial pathogenicity
factors, recombinant antibodies, enzymes, etc.),
we generally use E. coli or eukaryotic cell lines as
hosts. Small scale fermentation and the optimization of expression parameters to yield a maximum
amount of biologically active polypeptide we
do as well as the cultivation of bacteria up to 30
litres in a very short time using latest fermentation technology.

A speciality of the company is the development
and distribution of research components for
enteropathogenic bacteria with some focus on
Clostridium difficile. This includes highly purificated toxins A (TcdA) and B (TcdB) of different
strains and ribotypes as well as monoclonal and
polyclonal antibodies directed against these
proteins. Furthermore, our customers often order
our specialized and ready to use semiquantitative diagnostic ELISA kits for the detection of C.
difficile GDH (glutamate dehydrogenase), toxin A
and/or toxin B as well as anti-toxin antibodies in
blood or stool samples of human or animal origin.
The complete product list is also available on our
internet presentation.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

We are further specialized on the purification of
recombinant (see above) or wild type proteins
from different kind of sources using a broad
spectrum of chromatographic methods like ionexchange chromatography, reversed phase chromatography, gel sieve chromatography or affinity
chromatography.
Our eukaryotic cell lab generates customized
hybridoma cell lines and produces monoclonal
antibodies in 10-200 mg batches, that could be
further purified by protein G/A and affinity chromatography.
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trenzyme GmbH
Byk-Gulden-Str. 2
78467 Konstanz
T +49 (7531) 122-900
F +49 (7531) 122-9011
contact@trenzyme.com
www.trenzyme.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

trenzyme GmbH is a privately owned German
Contract Research Organization (CRO) offering
a wide range of highly customized services in
cell line development and recombinant protein
production.

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Since 2000, trenzyme has been a valued research
partner of national and international clients,
ranging from academia and small biotechs to big
pharmaceutical companies. Our scientific experts
are continuously developing new and comprehensive solutions to provide reliable, up-to-date
support for the individual and demanding projects
of our clients.
Whether your needs lie in the development of
assay cell lines, production cell lines or in recombinant protein production, trenzyme’s team is
dedicated to delivering the ideal solution for you.
As full service provider for the life science industry, we have a clear mission:Accelerating your
innovation!
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Our life science experts together with an outstanding collection of state-of-the-art laboratory
equipment and technology allows us to always
fulfill our client’s needs at highest quality standards and maximum efficiency, saving you valuable research time and expenses.
Some highlights:
• cGMP compliant production cell line development (based on optimized CHO cell line)
• Assay cell line development based on almost any
parental cell line
• iPSC differentiation service
• Optimization of protein production in different
host systems
• Protein production from small scale to medium
scale, guaranteed delivery
• Production of labelled proteins

Vetter Pharma International GmbH
Eywiesenstr. 5
88212 Ravensburg
T +49 (751) 3700-0
F +49 (751) 3700-4000
info@vetter-pharma.com
www.vetter-pharma.com

Our portfolio
Vetter is an international pharmaceutical service
provider that works with numerous pharma and
biotech companies, both small and large. We fill
drugs into syringes, vials, and cartridges that are
used to treat a range of diseases such as multiple
sclerosis, severe rheumatoid arthritis and cancer.
We offer our customers a wide and diverse range
of services. Our portfolio begins with the development support of substances and their filling
into drug delivery devices that are used in clinical
studies required before marketapproval. Throughout this process, we use a broad spectrum of tests
and analytical procedures. We also manufacture
launched drugs for our customers, performing all
of the necessary steps throughout the process
from compounding and aseptic filling through to
manual or automated visual inspection. In order
to optimize a product’s life cycle, we also help our
customers tap into the full potential of their drugs
which, in many cases, have been developed for a
long period of time. In addition, we offer an entire
spectrum of packaging services and technologies
including the Vetter-Ject® closure system, the
V-OVS® tamper-evident closure system as well as
comprehensive service offerings for serialization.
With every project, Vetter’s customers benefit
from our many years of experience in working
with regulatory authorities.

Focus on the patient
We are a leading specialist in the development,
aseptic manufacture and packaging of drugs in
syringes, vials and cartridges. For these devices,
we offer a variety of packaging possibilities,
including pens and autoinjectors. As an independent service provider, we support pharmaceutical
and biotech customers throughout their products‘
entire lifecycle – from the clinical development
of a drug substance and its regulatory approval,
on through to global market supply and beyond.
Throughout this continuum, our customersgain
from our comprehensive experience with complex drug substances. Because biotech drugs are
especially sensitive, their manufacture is a formidable challenge. Vetter meets this challenge with
comprehensive know-how in processing these
substances, which include monoclonal antibodies,
peptides, interferons and vaccines. Our vision: As
a competent and reliable partner for our customers, we make an essential contribution through
the highest quality available in order tosupply
patients with vital drugs.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Learn more about Vetter at:
www.vetter-pharma.com
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Vibalogics GmbH
Zeppelinstr. 2
27472 Cuxhaven
T +49 (4721) 565-400
info@vibalogics.com
www.vibalogics.com

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast

Vibalogics is a privately owned contract development and manufacturing organization (CDMO)
based in Cuxhaven in Germany.

Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Vibalogics offers GMP manufacturing and development services for the biopharmaceutical
industry and specialises in the handling and
manufacture of viruses and live bacterial products
for therapeutic and prophylactic applications. The
company is one of the few providers of Fill&Finish
services dealing with live viruses and bacteria.
Vibalogics works in full compliance with international GMP standards in a BSL-2 classified state of
the art facility in Germany.
In addition to GMP manufacturing, Vibalogics offers process development, assay development and
release testing services along with QP release of
the clinical batch to complete the chain of activities.
Services
Egg Based Virus Production
Vibalogics offers egg based virus manufacturing
using Specific Pathogen Free (SPF) or production
eggs for both veterinary and human applications.
Cell Based Virus Production
Vibalogics offers a comprehensive virus production service for products including viral vaccines,
gene therapies and oncolytic virotherapies using
cell based technologies.
Aseptic Bacteria Manufacturing
Whenever required Vibalogics employs a closed
system approach to Aseptic Bacteria Manufacturing of live bacterial products for clinical use, as
live bacterial vaccines cannot be terminally sterilized by 0.2 µm filtration.
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Lyophilization Assay Development & Testing
Vibalogics develops, establishes, qualifies and
validates product specific, EP and USP analytical
methods for use as in-process controls or product
release assays using an array of state of the art
analytical tools both as part of a manufacturing
project, or as a stand-alone lyophilization assay
service.
Liquid Fill Finish Services
At Vibalogics, our approach is simple; provide a
comprehensive liquid fill finish service to biopharmaceutical companies who require virus and live
bacterial products filled for clinical trials.
We invite you to browse through our website
for additional information on the company, or
alternatively feel free to contact our team directly
on +49 4721 565 400 or email contact@vibalogics.
com. We are always happy to assist you.

Wacker Biotech GmbH
Hans-Knöll-Str. 3 07745 Jena
T +49 (3641) 5348-206
F +49 (3641) 5348-160
info.biologics@wacker.com
www.wacker.com/biologics

Wacker Biotech (WACKER) is “THE MICROBIAL
CDMO” – your partner of choice for process
development and contract manufacturing of
biopharmaceuticals (proteins, vaccines and live
microbial products) using microbial hosts.
WACKER’s integrated service portfolio covers molecular biology, process- and analytical development as well as GMP manufacturing of biologics
for clinical and commercial supply. Wacker Biotech
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Wacker Chemie
AG, a multi-billion company headquartered in
Munich, Germany.
WACKER operates three state-of-the-art GMP
facilities located in Germany and The Netherlands.
Manufacturing lines are equipped with stainless
steel fermentation vessels from 270 to 1,500 liter,
20 to 200 liter WAVE bioreactor systems as well as
a 250 liter stirred single-use bioreactor. Matching
primary recovery, downstream and Fill & Finish capabilities are available to suit various customers’
needs across the development path (Bio Safety
Level 1 and 2). Additionally, a GMP cell-bank suite
enables independent cell-bank production and
storage capacity for customer cell banks.
WACKER holds biomanufacturing certificates from
the relevant authorities for all sites, and follows
the ICH Q7A guidelines for GMP-compliant production of biologics. The GMP production facilities
are approved for commercial manufacturing by
EMA, U.S. FDA and/or ANVISA.

proteins, scaffolds/binding proteins, cytokines/
interleukins, enzymes and peptides as well as
vaccines and live microbial products. WACKER’s
proprietary E. coli technologies based on secretory
protein expression (ESETEC®) and protein refolding
(FOLDTEC®) are fundamental to the development
of cost-efficient manufacturing processes.

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

WACKER’s E. coli secretion system ESETEC® is
comprised of i) proprietary E. coli K12 strains that
have the ability to transfer soluble and correctly
folded proteins across both cell membranes into
the culture broth ii) a set of plasmids carrying
proprietary signal peptide sequences, and iii) a
toolbox of helper proteins (e.g. chaperones, disulfide isomerases, signal peptidases). The ESETEC®
system has proven to be ideally suited for the
expression of non-glycosylated recombinant proteins and achieved record titers of up to 14 g/L.

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

In synergy with the unique secretory system,
WACKER has extensive experience in developing
in vitro refolding processes. The FOLDTEC® toolbox
includes proprietary, antibiotic-free E. coli expression strains and plasmids, which are optimized for
high yield inclusion body manufacturing. When
combined with the corresponding refolding knowhow, WACKER’s FOLDTEC® brand offers better efficacies, smaller folding volumes and fully scalable
manufacturing processes without the need for
antibiotics or undesired phage components.

With 20 years of experience in process development, validation and manufacturing we have
completed more than 200 different client projects.
In doing so, WACKER has successfully produced
a variety of therapeutic molecules, including
difficult-to-express antibody fragments, fusion
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Xell AG
Alte Verler Str. 1
33689 Bielefeld
T +49 (521) 96989-200
F +49 (521) 96989-201
info@xell.ag
www.xell.ag

Expression Systems
Microbial
Yeast
Mammalian

Quality Standard
GMP
non-GMP

Production Capacities
< 10 L
10–100 L
100–1,000 L
> 1,000 L

Xell is an innovative and agile partner for the biotech and pharmaceutical industry, providing highly
efficient solutions in cell culture technology. Since
our formation, we have had a dedicated focus on
cell culture media development and have continuously strengthened our proprietary technology.
A broad range of successful projects throughout
different applications in biopharmaceutical production has helped us to gain a reputation as a
reliable partner for the biotech industry. We have
been working with recognised pharma companies,
CMOs, as well as SMEs and research institutes, to
improve their process efficiency, yields, and quality in biopharmaceutical production.
Customized Media Development
As a leading company for cell culture medium and
feed development, Xell offers targeted, efficient,
and rapid services for the development and optimisation of culture media for customer cell lines.
We utilise our proprietary approach based on
metabolic models, powerful analytical tools, and a
superior platform media technology to rationally
design tailored solutions for our clients.
Ready-to-use Products
Besides customised formulations, Xell offers
highperformance off-the-shelf media products
and special application solutions. These media and
feeds are availableboth as liquid formulations as
well as powdered products for large scale manufacturing with certified quality. The products are
suitable for various cell lines (CHO, HEK/human,
BHK, MDXK, Hybridoma) as well as applications
(transient and stable gene expression, biopharmaceutical and vaccine production, batch, fed-batch
and perfusion).
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Analytical Services
Intensive work in the field of mammalian cell
culture makes us an excellent partner to provide
additional services and face our customers’ analytical and process-related challenges. From spent
media to product analyses, Xell offers a complete
range of analytical tools. Further services include
cell studies, process development, media lot testing, and media stability studies.
Quality Statement
Chemically defined and free of animal components, Xell’s culture media meet all necessary
quality standards required by the regulatory
authorities for GMP manufacturing. Our contract
services provide reliable results with versatile
experts, ensuring a successful transfer to the
customer.
At a Glance
• Rational cell culture medium development
• Off-the-shelf media and feed products for
research and further manufacturing use
• Reliable analytical services
• Versatile process services
• Efficient and flexible workflows
• Dedicated and personal spirit
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OUR PARTNERS

Industry Associations
HEALTH MADE IN GERMANY works closely together with the
German Industry Assocations to provide support to international
companies seeking to establish partnerships or to settle in
Germany. Together we provide you with all of the industry
information you need.

Association of German Biotech Companies
(VBU) in DECHEMA e.V.
From its beginning, the VBU (Vereinigung Deutscher Biotechnologieunternehmen) set out to enable technology transfer and facilitate networking between academic research and industry.
With a special focus on small and medium sized
enterprises, the VBU offers advice and organizes
events tailored to give information and support
to start-ups during their growth and expansion
phase, both nationally and internationally. Being
a part of DECHEMA, the large network for chemical process technology and biotechnology, it is
the home for people active in research whether
in universities, independent research institutions,
start-ups or “big businesses”. The activities of
VBU supplement the approximately 120 topical
working groups within DECHEMA, around 20 of
them covering biotechnology from Omics and Cell
Culture to Bioprocessing and Single-Use Technologies.
www.v-b-u.org | www.dechema.de

Biotechnologie-Industrie-Organisation
Deutschland (BIO Deutschland)
The Biotechnologie-Industrie-Organisation
Deutschland (BIO Deutschland) is an independent organization for innovative biotechnology
companies in Germany. At its offices in Berlin,
the association is developing and supporting an
innovative industry based on modern life sciences. Founded in October 2004, BIO Deutschland
currently has more than 320 member companies
and several supporting members and sector
partners. To support its members BIO Deutschland
engages in a broad range of activities, including
lobbying, public relations, and offering business
development opportunities. Using a wide range
of political initiatives, BIO Deutschland lobbies for
improvements to legal parameters for innovative
small and medium-sized enterprises. The association is also very active in a broad range of events
with the aim of providing biotechnology with a
platform for discussion and interaction.
www.biodeutschland.org

German Association of Biotechnology
Industries (DIB)
The German Association of Biotechnology Industries (DIB) and its national, European and global
networks are the voice and leading industry
representation for the innovative and dynamic
biotechnology industry that operates in and from
Germany. DIB is the biotechnology division of
the Association of the German Chemical Industry
Association (VCI). DIB’s members constitute all
in all about 95 % of the biotechnology business
operating in and from Germany. DIB’s mission is to
advocate national, EU and international policies
and legislation that uphold a natural science and
risk-based approach, foster innovation, operate in
a predictable and proportionate way, enable the
industry to perform efficiently, protect intellectual property and reward the introduction of new
technologies and practices.
www.dib.org
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Health made in Germany
Germany is one of the world’s most important
providers and exporters of healthcare products
and services. The country’s innovative medical
products set international standards for quality,
safety and reliability. German manufacturers and
service providers in all health and life sciences
segments attract overseas customers and partners
and deliver leadership in healthcare innovation.
HEALTH MADE IN GERMANY is the export initiative
for the German healthcare industry. It supports
international companies and organizations that are
interested in establishing contact with potential
German partners and suppliers. Set up by the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs
and Energy (BMWi), the initiative bundles expert
market intelligence for easy industry access. One
of the initiative’s main goals is to promote the
German healthcare sector through international
networking activities for the mutual benefit of
international partners and German companies alike.
HEALTH MADE IN GERMANY does this by providing proactive support (including market and

regulatory insight), introductory services, and
networking platforms including trade events at
home and abroad. The initiative serves four major
industries active in the international medical market: pharmaceuticals, medical technology, medical
biotechnology, and digital healthcare.
HEALTH MADE IN GERMANY also works closely
with 16 major German industry associations and
is part of the BMWi’s MITTELSTAND GLOBAL
umbrella program for small and medium-sized
enterprises. The initiative is ideally placed to
provide access to German healthcare market
information and to help overseas businesses
identify potential German partners.
The HEALTH MADE IN GERMANY initiative is
implemented by Germany Trade & Invest, the
economic development agency of the Federal
Republic of Germany, on behalf of the BMWi.

For more information:
www.health-made-in-germany.com

Our support for your business:
We publish market briefs and in-depth
market studies of the German healthcare
industry and its different sectors.
Our calendar is regularly updated with
the latest industry events in Germany
and overseas.
We take part in leading healthcare
trade fairs all over the world, organize
networking events and enjoy ongoing
dialogue and exchange with international
health policymakers.
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Our directories of German companies
and research facilities with direct contact
details help international businesses to
identify contacts in Germany.
Visit www.health-made-in-germany.com
for more information about the German
healthcare industry and all HEALTH MADE
IN GERMANY activities.
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About us
Germany Trade & Invest (GTAI) is the economic development agency
of the Federal Republic of Germany. The company helps create and
secure extra employment opportunities, strengthening Germany as
a business location. With more than 50 offices in Germany and abroad
and its network of partners throughout the world, GTAI supports 
German companies setting up in foreign markets, promotes Germany as
a business location and assists foreign companies setting up in G
 ermany.
All investment services and related publications are free of charge.

Germany Trade & Invest
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10117 Berlin
Germany
T +49 (0)30 200 099-0
F +49 (0)30 200 099-111
invest@gtai.com
www.gtai.com

Germany Trade & Invest
Bonn Office
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53123 Bonn
Germany
T +49 (0)228 249 93-0
F +49 (0)228 249 93-212
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www.gtai.de

